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They want to get to know you, and the essay is your first introduction. Save simple sentences for instances
when you need to create impact. Will it still fit into your sentence? Write succinctly Can you say what you
need to say in fewer words? Check out the video below for more information. Such statements might cover
mundane topics or extraordinary achievements, daily stresses or life-changing events. What things would you
like to do better? This is another step that can initially seem completely skippable, but organizing your writing
can save you considerable stress and frustration. Show the admissions officers that you now have time in your
schedule to dedicate to school. Can you substitute an advanced vocabulary word for a phrase? However, it will
save you a lot of time in the long run. Instead, use experiences and situations from your adult life that reflect
your character and passion for your chosen program of study. Write a rough outline in one minute. Remember
that the admissions officers are more interested in your perspective of what happened than the events
themselves. Does the language sound like you? November 14, By Molly 5 Mins Read College admissions
essays are seen as an insurmountable obstacle in your college application. In your admissions essays, write
about pivotal experiences in your life. Combine like ideas into more sophisticated sentence structures The vast
majority of the sentences in your essay should be compound, complex, or a combination of both
compound-complex sentences. It includes advice on avoiding too much style in your essay, and how to
research your ideas. Step Six: Use online tools to polish your work â€” Writing The College Application
Essay : This resource has detailed instructions for the different sections of your essay. Do you see something
new? How do college admissions people feel about these types of essays? View your essay as a public
document you are presenting to a large audience, or as a revelation of a personal confidence. A good writing
plan can streamline or even eliminate the need to do any significant rewrites. Therefore, follow these tips to
ensure that your essay shines in the competitive admissions process. If you are overqualified and applying to a
school with a high acceptance rate, then maybe not. One of the most common mistakes that we see in essays is
using advanced vocabulary almost correctly. Show instead of telling When selecting anecdotes for your essay,
pick vivid ones that you can tell succinctly. Are you looking to change fields?


